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Foreword
Welcome to Proximo’s Global Project Sponsors Report 2020.
We’d like to thank all those that took the time to fill out the market surveys for this report – we knew
when we started that it was a long questionnaire and greatly appreciate your participation.
Your efforts have produced an independent report based on the opinions of project sponsors and
borrowers across multiple sectors – providing insight into how the project finance lending/structuring
market is perceived by its client base and how it might better serve that client base.
For those involved in project finance – where deals are often custom solutions to a unique set of risks
and borrower requirements and are delivered over years rather than months – perceptions of what
borrowers are looking for from the market tend to reflect the intricacies of deals most recently worked
on. There is very high awareness and servicing of individual borrower needs and concerns, as reflected
in the survey that follows, but project finance practitioners tend to be sector based, so the bigger
market picture – the issues typical to all project borrowers, regardless of sector or geography, and the
differences – is less clear, simply because of the way the market functions. This report, which we plan
to repeat annually, gives that broader market picture.
Although the survey was conducted largely prior to covid-19, because much of project finance feeds
development of essential infrastructure – deals that are both financially robust in design and likely
to bounce back first once a degree of normality returns to the market – the report gives very strong
indicators of what project borrowers will be looking for post-covid-19, at least in sectors other than oil
and gas which has its own unique set of additional problems.
Some argue covid-19 could change how the world functions for the long term, and with it the types of
infrastructure and energy required by users. But the demand for project finance to meet those changing
requirements will remain. So, what project and infrastructure borrowers were, and are, looking for in
terms of support from the project finance sector will be as relevant post covid-19 as it was before.
Thanks again to all those that helped in the production of this report. If any readers have ideas on how
we might improve or expand it for 2021 please contact me – market feedback, good and bad, is always
welcome.

Sean Keating,
Editor,
Proximo
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Executive Summary
Shortening tenor lengths on bank loans are
a concern for key project finance players.
Participants in the survey repeatedly identified
shorter tenors on project loans as a major
obstacle to successful project finance deals. As
new Basel capital requirements for banks come
into force around the world, bank appetite for
long-term debt has diminished and there is a
disconnect between the tenors that developers
need on project loans and the tenors banks are
able to deliver.

Institutional investors are viewed as central to
the long-term future of project finance. The
majority of respondents saw non-bank lenders
as a growing and increasingly essential part of
the project finance market, with a majority also
noting the importance of project bonds to their
business. Institutional investors are not, of course,
regulated in the same way as Basel-constrained
banks. Although not free from difficulties, a
greater involvement from non-bank lenders in
project finance deals could help to prevent a
future shortfall in infrastructure investment.

ECA/DFI backing on deals is considered less
important. Those surveyed felt that such backing
was a fairly unimportant part of the current
project finance market. The slow pace of ECA and
DFI funding has rendered guarantees and loans
from such institutions less important in developed
markets, where there is also little geopolitical
risk. The scale of investment from ECAs and
DFIs in emerging markets is a marker of their
continued role in reassuring commercial lenders
and securing successful deals in regions that are
less economically and socio-politically stable.
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There is little incentive for project financiers
to pursue ESG-linked debt. Of the sample, very
few indicated that ESG financing was important
or that there was an incentive to pursue it.
Perhaps ESG-linked debt remains unattractive
to project financiers, but the decreasing cost of
renewables projects and renewables debt might
make this a moot point. If eco-friendly projects
are bankable on their own, there is little need
for incentivisation. However, there might well be
scope to encourage ESG finance in relation to
sectors such as oil and gas that incorporate green
elements into their projects.

Oil and gas will be one of the hardest hit
sectors by the COVID-19 pandemic. It almost
goes without saying that the coronavirus outbreak
is decimating economies worldwide. Most sectors
will be adversely affected, but the decreased
demand for oil and oversupply due to the recent
oil price war could push the oil and gas industry
to the brink. A considerable number of oil and
gas deals are being postponed or cancelled and
reserves-based loans will become even more
fragile in these economically testing times.
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Introduction
Project financing, in all its forms, has resilience
built in. It invariably comes with very strong
covenants that trap cash to meet project debt
obligations in times of stress. While the recent
double whammy of extreme oil price volatility
and fallout from the coronavirus pandemic has
hit many projects hard, particularly those where
the structure is optimised for refinancing this
year, the general ratings agency consensus is that
the vast majority of projects (operational and in
development) will get through the crisis, albeit
with some restructuring.
Although the speed and extent to which enduser demand, and hence project cashflows, will
return to pre-crisis levels is impossible to predict,
project finance borrowers tend to operate in
essential infrastructure sectors which adds to
their resilience – in short, of all financial markets,
project finance is one of the most likely to bounce
back relatively quickly.
Given that likelihood, the following survey gives
insights into what project borrowers will be
looking for once a degree of normality returns
to the market platform) to give factual context
to trends and opinions highlighted by the survey
responses.
Survey responses were collected in the last
months of 2019, before the coronavirus
pandemic reached its present severity. The
report incorporates information about the effects
of the pandemic on project finance, whilst
concurrently giving strong indicators of what the
project finance market will look like after the
crisis dissipates. The report is not purely based
on borrower opinion – it also uses Proximo’s
project finance data (hosted on TXF’s Tagmydeals
platform) to give factual context to trends and
opinions highlighted by the survey responses.
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Aim of the report
There is currently no empirical, independent
report that canvasses the views of project
sponsors and borrowers. This report looks to fill
that gap, providing insight into how the project
finance lending market is perceived by its client
base and how it might better serve that client
base.

Methodology
The report is based on data collected using
a mixed methods design that involved a
quantitative and a qualitative component. The
quantitative data was collected using an online
survey platform (SurveyMonkey) while telephone
interviews were used to collect the qualitative
data.

The topic guide for the interview was based on
each individual’s survey responses to ensure that
the conversation remained focussed. Interviews
were conducted between March and April 2020,
lasted between 15 minutes and 25 minutes, and
were audio recorded for accuracy and further
analysis. Any qualitative data used throughout this
report has been anonymised with all identifying
information removed to protect the anonymity of
the interviewee.

The Proximo perspective
Throughout the survey, Proximo provides its
interpretation on some of the key findings. These
comments are designed to be thought provoking
and offer a more holistic view on the implication
of the data for the industry.

The survey
The survey questions were designed exclusively
for sponsors and borrowers active in the project
finance space. The questions cover:
Background and demographics:
This data gives you a picture of the types of
project sponsor that took part in the survey.
Project financing:
Covering most of the report, these questions
delve into project sponsors’ views on pricing
and tenor across the different sectors (and how
these are expected to change over the next
two years), challenges in raising project finance,
disrupters in the market, factors that influence
decision making, and the role of outside forms of
economic support.
Sustainability:
These questions explore how growing investor
awareness of sustainability is impacting how
project sponsors operate, and their views on its
wider influence over the project finance space.

The telephone interviews
To explain the quantitative trends, in-depth,
semi-structured phone interviews were conducted
with five respondents to understand why and
how the patterns occurred.

9
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Findings
• Background and demographics
• The intricacies of project financing
• A closer look at sustainability
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Background and demographics
In total, 52
survey. The
noted that
followed by

project sponsors took part in the
majority (64%) of those surveyed
they operate in North America,
48% operating in Europe. Only a

very small proportion (2%) of respondents are
operational in Africa or the Middle East (figure 1).

Figure 1: Region of operation

Europe
48%

North
America
64%

Middle
East 2%
Central and
South America

Asia-Pacific 12%

Africa 2%

38%

Participants in the survey are most active in the
renewables sector (64%), while almost half are
involved in power and transport (49%). Notably,
only just over a fifth (23%) of the sample
operate in the oil and gas space (figure 2), but
that demographic is to be expected given oil
and gas is dominated by very large multinational
corporations which are far less in number

but account for considerable lending volume.
According to Tagmydeals data, renewables made
up only 23.9% of 2019 project finance volume,
while oil and gas accounted for 26.5%1. One
sponsor explained why renewable energy is a
growing sector within south American project
finance:

“If you look at central and south America, they
need electricity… they need energy. For this
region, solar [power] is the cheapest source of
energy, it is readily available and there are huge
swathes of land to harness solar energy. This
makes solar in particular, an attractive proposition
in this region.”
[Project sponsor; 4; central and south America]
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Figure 2: Project finance sectors

Renewables 64%

Social infrastructure
30%

Power 49%

Oil & gas 23%

Transport 49%

Communications
21%

Mining 4%

A brief look to the future
When projecting regional growth according
to sector over the next five years, 43% of
respondents thought that North America would
see the greatest growth in renewables. On the
flipside, 71% also thought that North America
would also see the most significant growth in oil
and gas. Forty-one percent thought that growth
in power would be highest in North America
and North America was tied with Europe for
the most development in social infrastructure
and communications. Given that the majority of
those surveyed operate in North America, these
figures are, perhaps, unsurprising. A final point of
interest is the fact that all respondents thought
that Central and South America would see the
most growth in mining (figure 3).
Given the fallout from covid-19, oil consumption
could decline by as much as 25% in the months
following March 2020 (Sheppard, 2020). And
there is already a vast over-supply of oil related
to the recent collapse of consensus between
Russia and Saudi Arabia regarding production
levels, which although since reconciled, has led to
a negative oil price in the US for the first time in
history. Repercussions from the price war, despite
its resolution, will slow the development of global
oil production (Raval & Sheppard, 2020) in the

short term. So the expectation of respondents to
the survey – which are based on a decade of rapid
US oil expansion and many of whom operate in
North America – that project finance in oil and
gas in North America will be strong are now likely
to take at least a year or two to become a reality.
The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimated
in November 2019 that North America would lead
global gas production with 1336bcm per year
by 2030, followed by Eurasia at 1054bcm (IEA,
2019). It is not impossible that this will still be
the case, in accordance with what participants
envisaged. However, as with the oil industry, LNG
suppliers face significant challenges. S&P Global
Platts suggests that, as a result of the crisis, new
LNG projects will struggle to find backers in the
near future – particularly for project requiring
longer tenors – and that projects due to start
between 2024 and 2027 will likely face delays
(Mohanty, 2020). Two projects recently affected
include the $40 billion Woodfibre LNG project in
British Columbia (Proximo, 2020) and the new
gas liquids processing facility at its Philips 66’s
Sweeny Refinery (Proximo, 2020), both of which
face postponements.
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In that all regions that produce oil and gas will
be adversely affected by the oil price crash,
respondents might not be entirely wrong about
North America displaying the highest growth.

However, such a prediction must be viewed
within the context of very low growth potential
for oil and gas in 2020.

Figure 3: Predicted regional growth in project finance over the next 5 years

Africa

Asia-Pacific

Central and
South America

29%

Sample too small

Sample too small

Sample too small

Sample too small

100%

Transport

12%

18%

29%

Power

12%

24%

12%

4%

30%

13%

Communications

14%

Sample too small

Sample too small

Social infrastructure

22%

Sample too small

Sample too small

Europe

Middle East

North America

Oil & gas

Sample too small

Sample too small

71%

Mining

Sample too small

Sample too small

Sample too small

12%

Sample too small

29%

Power

6%

6%

41%

Renewables

4%

4%

43%

Communications

43%

Sample too small

43%

Social infrastructure

33%

11%

33%

Oil & gas
Mining

Renewables

Transport
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The intricacies
of project
finance
The details
A look to the past
Greenfield projects
Can project finance expect
outside help?
• Variety is the spice of (project
finance) life
• The importance of a bank’s
international footprint
• The ratings agencies:
overrated or underestimated?
•
•
•
•
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The details
Most respondents (81%) indicated
that they intend to raise project
financing over the next 12 months
(figure 4). Thirty-two percent of
those surveyed noted that this
project financing would be in the
renewables and transport sectors
(figure 5). For renewables, this figure
is roughly 8% higher than 2019
global figures from Tagmydeals,
which, as noted earlier, shows

renewables making up 23.9% of
project finance deals. The majority
of the sample (63%) indicated that
their project finance facilities will
take the form of loans (figure 6).
Based on the projection of the bond
market from one project sponsor,
loans look to be a safer bet, at least
in the short term:

“The project finance capital markets have frozen.
Source of funds are being negotiated for very
short term only… one to two years. Sponsors will
not be able to negotiate long term debt during
this crisis. In our case, we were negotiating
a BRL1.1bn, 20-year bond, which has been
cancelled. Buyers are not buying anything long
term. Big investment banks were buying to put
on balance sheet, but this has stopped too. They
are only doing short term deals.”
[Project sponsor #3; Brazil]
The reason for this pessimistic view
of the bond market is because, in
the project sponsor’s words, “of
the uncertainty brought about by
Covid-19.” Like many sectors in the
global economy, uncertainty breeds
fear and concern, namely, because
uncertainty is unpredictable. Not
since the 2008 financial crash has
the global economy experienced

16

uncertainty on this scale, but unlike
the 2008 financial crash, where
there was some sort of blueprint
to follow, most do not know how
the covid-19 crisis will unfold. This
uncertainty is likely to continue until
a vaccine is found – yet something
else that remains elusive and
unclear.
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Figure 4: Respondents’ plans to raise project finance over the next 12
months

Yes 81%

No 19%

Figure 5: Project financing over the next 12 months, by sector

Transport 32%

Renewables 32%

Power 14%

Social infrastructure
14%

Oil & gas
4%

Communications
4%

Figure 6: Project financing over the next 12 months, by facility type

Bond 38%

Loan 63%
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The high proportion of respondents
(38%) looking to raise bonds in the
next 12 months is not so surprising
given the heavy North American and
European demographic of the survey
and the number of refinancings of
operational projects in the pipeline.
And research by Credit Agricole
notes that the project bond market
grew by 26% in 2019 to $57.7
billion. But that growing fondness for
bonds may fall in the initial period
after covid-19 as project borrowers
look for funding flexibility and
avoid negative carry on greenfield
projects.
Amongst those surveyed, the
average amount expected to be
invested in project finance over the
next 12 months was $328 million
(figure 7). This is not far below the
average deal size of $394.5 million
recorded by Tagmydeals between
February 2019 and February 2020.
The average size of deals over the
next 12 months may, of course, be
reduced due to the economic havoc
wrought by covid-19. Within the
sample, the anticipated average
tenor on project finance deals is 6.7
years (figure 8) and the predicted
average pricing is 216bp (figure 9).

The average tenor between February
2019 and February 2020 reflected
in Tagmydeals data is 12 years. The
divergence between the average
tenor expected by participants and
the global average can largely be
explained by the participants’ heavy
involvement in the North American
project finance market as a sample
group: North America is a tenorconstrained market.
The depth of liquidity available in
the North American project bond
market for long-dated debt also
reduces the average tenor on bank
debt, as developers have less need
to seek long-dated bank debt. The
Tagmydeals figure is reflective of
the longer tenors more commonly
found in European project finance
markets. Nonetheless, the EU’s
Capital Requirements Directive (CRD)
IV, which implements the Basel III
capital requirements, has caused
average tenor lengths to drop in
recent years as project finance bank
loans become more expensive (FSB,
2018).

Figure 7: Average amount invested in project finance over the next 12
months

Figure 8: Average tenor for project financing deals over the next 12 months
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Figure 9: Average pricing for project financing over the next 12 months:
prospective pricing

A look to the past
Looking back at the last 24 months,
65% of those surveyed indicated
that they had been involved with
project finance over that period
(figure 10). A small majority (52%)
of participants felt the cost of debt
was lower than expected and most
participants (79%) thought that
the tenor on project debt was as
expected (figure 11). Reviewing
changes to cost and tenor over the

last 24 months, 74% of participants
felt that the cost of debt had
lowered over that period and 58%
felt that the tenor on project debt
had remained static (figure 12). It
seems, then, that although most of
those surveyed thought that the cost
of debt over the last two years was
as anticipated, they also felt that
over that time the cost of debt has
lowered.

Figure 10: Involvement with project financing over the past 24 months

Yes 65%

No 35%

Figure 11: Perception of pricing over the past 24 months
Cost
52%

0%

48%

Tenor
13% 8%
Lower than expected

79%
Higher than expected

As expected
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Figure 12: Perception of change in cost and tenor change over the past 24
months
Cost
3% 23%

74%

Tenor
39%
Risen

58%
Remained static

In terms of non-covid-19 factors
that have negatively affected the
raising of project finance over the
last 24 months, 20% of respondents
felt that EPC costs had a significant
impact, although 43% thought that
impact was only moderate. Forty
percent of the sample also thought
that tenor lengths had a moderately
detrimental impact on raising project
finance. Most respondents thought
that a lack of liquidity, the cost of
debt, and feedstock costs have
had no effect on securing project
financing (figure 13).
A key indicator here is that 40% of
respondents think that tenor lengths
present a moderate challenge to
securing project financing, with
more than 10% thinking that tenor
lengths are very significant (figure
13). As was noted previously,
average tenor lengths for project
finance transactions have lowered in
response to the implementation of
Basel guidelines. In the EU, CRD IV
mandates a base capital requirement
of 8% of risk-weighted assets (6%
of which must be Tier 1 capital), a
capital conservation buffer of 2.5%
and a countercyclical buffer of 2.5%.
Member states also have the
freedom to impose a systemic risk
buffer of up to 5%. This means that
the capital requirements of CRD IV
can be as high as 18%. There is also
a leverage ratio of 3% of unweighted
assets and project finance is directly
impacted by a liquidity coverage
20

3%
Lowered

ratio of 100%, which is applied to
undrawn revolvers issued to SPVs
(LMA, 2015).
Although these requirements are
designed to insulate banks from
a financial crisis, retaining higher
capital reserves has made it costly
for banks to sustain the long tenors
on the large-scale loans that project
finance requires. Banks have had
to shorten tenors to avoid making
project debt too expensive for
developers, but in so doing they
have also created problems for
developers, notably refinancing risk.
The EU has already implemented
many of the Basel III guidelines
via CRD IV. However, a temporary
respite from Basel III will be
offered to the project finance
industry worldwide, as the Basel
Committee’s oversight body has
decided to postpone the deadline for
implementation of the regulations
by one year to 1 January 2023
in light of the covid-19 outbreak
(BIS, 2020). Central banks are also
currently relaxing capital restrictions
for banks, releasing around $500
billion of capital to boost growth
during the crisis (Arnold, 2020).
Crucially, however, these are shortterm, emergency measures and are
unlikely to reverse the difficulties
faced by project finance as a
consequence of Basel III.
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Figure 13: Perception of the challenges that have detrimentally impacted the
raising of project finance
Lack of liquidity
14% 7%

79%

Cost of debt
3% 23%

74%

EPC costs
20%

43%

37%

Feedstock costs
0%

38%

62%

Tenor lengths
13%
Significant impact

40%

47%

Moderate impact

No impact

Greenfield projects
Those surveyed anticipated that oil
and gas would be the sector with
the highest pricing for greenfield
projects, carrying an expected
average pricing of 400bp, followed
by power at 332bp. Given current
oil price volatility, and the slump in
demand for gas-fired power, that
prediction may be a little low in the
short term.

projected average of 164bp (figure
14). Respondents also predicted that
greenfield social infrastructure deals
would have the lengthiest tenors,
anticipating an average of 16.5
years. Within the sample, greenfield
power deals had an expected
average tenor of 15.3 years, while
the average for renewables was 14.2
years, and 3.5 years for oil and gas
(figure 15).

Social infrastructure is predicted
to have the lowest pricing, with a
Figure 14: Perception of anticipated competitive debt pricing for greenfield
projects
Average debt pricing
(basis points)
Oil & gas

400

Power

332

Communications

290

Renewables

222

Transport

208

Social infrastructure

164

Mining

No data
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Figure 15: Perception of the best predicted pricing for greenfield projects
Average tenor
(years)
Oil & gas

3.5

Transport

15.3

Power
Renewables
Communications
Social infrastructure
Even prior to the recent oil price
war between Saudi and Russia, and
the covid-19 pandemic, oil and gas
was the sector with the highest
pricing. That pricing is reflective of
the oil price volatility risks attached
to reserves-based loans (RBLs). As
revolvers go, RBLs are rather flexible
and their pricing structures can be
financially rewarding for lenders.
However, in that oil and gas are
limited resources, as a field matures
and production declines while
costs remain the same, profitability
relies quite extensively on a high
commodity price. It is difficult to
ensure a positive tail on longer bank
loans, necessitating short-term loans
with high interest rates. As ECAbacking for oil and gas projects
becomes more politically unpalatable
for governments due to sustainability
concerns, RBLs become more fragile
to downward commodity price
fluctuations.
The term ‘fluctuation’ is an
understatement in the current
economic climate, which might well
represent the worst two quarters
in the history of oil and gas (Ngai,
2020). More specific examples
include Whiting Petroleum Company
filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy,
Exxon Mobil being forced to delay its
LNG project in Mozambique, and BP
22

12
14.2
8.5
16.5
cutting spending by nearly 25% after
losing around $1 billion as a result
of the oil price collapse (Proximo,
2020).
Oil prices of $20 a barrel were
making loan repayments difficult
for all but the most profitable fields.
The size of loans naturally relates to
the underlying value of the asset. If
this value declines suddenly, as has
just happened, the borrower must
repay the same amount with an
asset incapable of generating the
necessary returns to achieve this.
Borrowers with undrawn RBLs might
well leave them undrawn in such
circumstances. As the collapse of the
agreement between Saudi Arabia
and Russia demonstrated (which has
only very recently been resolved),
oil and gas projects and, therefore
RBL repayments, are incredibly
susceptible to political risk. It is little
wonder that oil and gas loans are
expensively priced relative to other
sectors.
Paul Clark, a director at ICBC
Standard, goes further than this,
saying:
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“I don’t necessarily agree that an RBL for a
crossover investment grade rated company such
as Chrysaor priced at 225 basis points over
versus a single B rated company who’s 10 times
smaller than Chrysaor being priced at 325 basis
points over is rational. It just doesn’t reflect the
underlying risks. I would actually argue a lot of
RBLs are probably under-priced and reflect banks’
cost of funding more than credit risk.” He also
notes that banks do not always look to RBLs as
their primary source of revenue but use RBLs
to acquire “ancillary opportunities like the debt
capital market or equity capital market issuances,
as well as advisory services.”
If Clark is correct, some RBLs do not
have margins that are high enough
to account entirely for the level of
risk taken and are used more as
a bargaining tool to secure feepaying services with developers,
which are not capital-intensive and
are, therefore, often more lucrative.
This will be largely dependent on
the size and stability of project and
their sponsors, but it is interesting to
note that average pricing for oil and
gas deals could actually be slightly
higher if all deals reflected the level
of risk taken.

certain changes will happen for
oil and gas project lending. Banks
may be forced to raise margins on
RBLs even further and will probably
pursue large, top-rated companies
such as Shell. Banks will also
be hesitant about funding more
mature oil and gas projects. Smaller
companies and/or companies with
fields with lower production volumes
may have to approach credit funds
to secure capital, which will come at
a very high cost.

Making predictions at present is
a dangerous game. Nevertheless,
going forward, it seems likely that

Can project finance expect outside help?
A significant number (75%) of
participants noted that institutional
investors
were
taking
more
substantial roles in project finance
deals (figure 16). One project

sponsor explained why institutional
debt players are becoming an
increasingly important source of
funding:

“Debt funds in the US give you better covenant
and tenor. Institutional providers are worth the
extra price for the deal parameters. They’re far
more nimble, can operate much more quickly and
are more entrepreneurial in their outlook.”
[Project sponsor #5; North America]
23
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Figure 16: Perception on the impact of institutional investors, ECAs and DFIs
in project financing

Yes 75%

Yes 26%

Yes 29%

No 25%

No 74%

No 71%

Are institutional debt
providers playing a
bigger role in your
project financings?

Are ECAs playing
a bigger role
in your project
financings?

Are DFIs playing
a bigger role
in your project
financings?

Conversely, 74% thought that ECAs
were not playing a larger part in
project finance transactions and 71%
said that DFIs were not becoming
more significant (figure 16). The

reason for limited ECA involvement,
one European project sponsor
explained, is because ECA financing
is too slow:

“When you go for an ECA, you normally can’t
achieve good financing elsewhere. We don’t
have to use an ECA - other options are faster for
bond structuring. We’ve had conversations, but
they are too slow, and we have a low risk spread
which means we don’t need them.”
[Project sponsor; Europe]
The Proximo
perspective
There has long been
scepticism about long
term
infrastructure
investor appetite for the
market – better returns
elsewhere and they
would be off.
While that is certainly
valid for non-specialised
funds, many institutions
have built up considerable expertise in
project and infrastructure finance, having
hired large numbers of
ex-project finance bankers and lawyers to their
teams. Covid-19 will
undoubtedly test appetite – but institutional
investors are here to
24

The fact that three quarters
of
respondents
indicated
that
institutional
investors
were
becoming more active in the project
finance space is of note. There is
certainly a consensus among key
market players that institutional
investors
are
becoming
more
involved in project finance and
that their contributions should be
expanded. This is, again, related
to the Basel III capital restrictions.
If banks cannot mobilise enough
capital to fund projects affordably,
the idea is that institutional investors
can take up the slack. Although not
unregulated, non-bank lenders are
currently free from the strictures
imposed by legislation packages like
CRD IV. Currently, project finance is
still very much a bank-led market,

but if banks have to reduce their
project finance lending, institutional
investors might have the freedom
to make up for the downturn in
infrastructure investment.
The interest in institutional investors
by respondents is understandable,
particularly
given
their
sense
that
decreasing
tenor
lengths
are not meeting their needs.
Several hurdles would need to be
cleared to accelerate non-bank
participation, however. The first
is allaying institutional investors’
fears
about
construction
risk,
to which they have, historically,
been highly averse. Without an
increased appetite for such risks,
non-bank lenders will be unlikely
to fund greenfield assets without
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support from banks. Investors such
as Copenhagen Infrastructure New
Markets Fund I and Aquila Capital,
which support greenfield renewables
projects, will take construction risk,
but other institutions need to be
encouraged to follow suit.

transactions, which are a key vehicle
for institutional lending. All funds
must be drawn down at a project’s
inception and interest payments
must begin immediately, affording
developers less flexibility than a
bank loan.

A second issue is a lack of expertise
in project finance amongst some
non-bank lenders, an issue which is,
at least partially, a catch-22 – those
lenders need to hire more project
finance bankers, but to justify the
expense of hiring such personnel,
they need to be more involved in
project finance. Another problem is
the negative carry on project bond

Participants have again honed
in on an emergent component
of global infrastructure funding.
Their perceptions concerning the
participation of non-bank lenders
are by no means unfounded. There
are, simply, a few roadblocks to be
overcome if such participation is
to become as mainstream as bank
lending in project finance.

stay and are a growing
and very useful source of
funding diversification.

Variety is the spice of (project finance) life

The Proximo
perspective

In an assessment of the importance
of
various
project
finance
instruments
to
their
business
models, most respondents (85%)
felt that non-recourse or limited
recourse loans were important and
over half (53%) of respondents
made the same observation about
project bonds. A high number of
those surveyed (94%) said that
Islamic finance was not important to
their business, with 85% saying the
same of reserves-based lending and
commodity-based finance. Sixtythree percent of those surveyed
considered ECA- and DFI-backed
debt unimportant to their business
(figure 17).

The difference in mandates between ECAs and
DFIs, the former being
commercial, government-backed sales tools
to boost exports, does
no always co-operation
between the two in
emerging markets easy.

Given that many of those surveyed
are
operational
in
developed
markets, their perception of the role
of ECAs and DFIs is unsurprising.
Developed markets are often free
from the geopolitical risks that can
be attached to projects in emerging
markets, rendering ECA and DFI
support less necessary as a means
of reassuring lenders. Navigating
the slow-paced world of ECA/
DFI due diligence is also a concern

for developers in locations where
guarantees from these institutions
are not essential.
The same is not true for emerging
markets, where ECA and DFI funding
does remain crucial to many deals,
with research from Baker McKenzie
strongly suggesting that DFIs and
ECAs are ‘poised for a bigger role
in emerging markets projects’
(Baker McKenzie, 2018). In a 2019
report, the Center for Strategic and
International Studies also estimates
that annual DFI investment increased
from $12 billion in 2002 to $87
billion in 2017, an increase of over
six times (Runde, 2019). ECA and
DFI investment still has a role to
play in project finance – it is just
dependent on location.

And borrowers often
complain that due
diligence
processes,
particularly at ECAs,
take too long to be
practicable for projects
that carry a strict timetable and penalties for
overruns. Both have a
role to play, but many
borrowers still see them
as lenders of last resort
because of the pressures
they can add to project
time constraints.
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Figure 17: Perception on the importance of project finance instruments to
their own business
Project bonds
53%
Non or limited
recourse loans

29%

18%

85%

12% 3%

Corporate borrowing
38%
Hybrid project/
corporate debt

22%

30%

41%

21%

48%

Islamic finance
3% 3%
Reserves-based lending
and commodity-based
finance 6% 9%
ECA and DFI
backed debt
13%

94%
85%
25%

63%

Multi-sourced debt
19%
Green certified or ESGlinked debt

33%
Important

56%
27%
Somewhat important

25%
39%
Not important

The importance of a bank’s international footprint
Asked about what project sponsors
considered most significant when
selecting a bank for project finance,
all respondents felt that global
footprint was important. Sixty-five
percent thought that innovation
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was necessary and 45% said that
speed of deal delivery mattered.
Interestingly, no respondents thought
that the absolute cheapest cost of
debt was a key consideration (figure
18).
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Figure 18: Perception on the most important attributes to developers when
choosing a bank for project finance
100%

Global footprint
65%

Innovation
Speed of deal delivery

45%

Transparency and communication

42%

Your past experience of the lending
institution or arranger

26%

Tenor on offer

15%

Competitive fees

14%

When asked to think about the
importance of possible changes
in project finance, 63% of the
sample thought that longer tenor
availability and less refinancing risk
was very important and 58% felt

similarly about a lower debt cost.
The reason for this, one project
sponsor explained, is because of
the difficulties that can arise when
structuring deals:

“There is always something that can go wrong
when structuring or signing the deal, so you need
good past experience with your lender. Even with
emerging lenders, the pricing has to be mega low
in order for you to consider leaving your lender.”
[Project sponsor #1; Europe]
Over half (53%) of the sample
considered
corporate
offtake
agreements very important, while
59% said that more availability of
institutional debt for greenfield
assets and a better understanding
of the market by institutional equity
providers were only somewhat
important (figure 19). In addition,

over half (58%) of respondents
said that getting a rating for a
deal for a worthwhile investment
was important (figure 20). Half
the sample indicated that easier
access to DFI and ECA funding was
unimportant (figure 19).
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Figure 19: Perception on the importance of possible changes in project
finance
Lower cost of debt
58%

36%

6%

29%

9%

Longer tenor availability and less
refinancing risk
63%
Lower EPC costs
42%

48%

9%

Corporate offtake agreements
53%
Easier access to DFI
and ECA funding
More cooperation between
DFIs and ECAs
A stronger PPP and P3
project pipeline
Clearer government regulation
– please state where and
in what sector
More availability of institutional
debt for greenfield
Better understanding of market by
institutional equity providers
Better understanding by lenders of
the latest technology risk in your
sector
Very important

9%

38%

41%

6%

9%

50%

38%

56%

39%

23%

36%

39%

45%

31%

18%

59%

19%

9%

59%

26%

22%

55%

Somewhat important

19%
Not important

Figure 20: Perception on the importance of getting a rating for a deal a
worthwhile investment

No, it is not
important to us
42%
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Yes, it is
important to us
58%
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The ratings agencies: overrated or underestimated?

The Proximo
perspective

Those surveyed had a very mixed
view of the experience of the
performance of ratings agencies in
project finance: 48% gave Fitch a
high rating, while 43% and 41% of
participants gave Moody’s and S&P
high ratings, respectively. However,
the three key large ratings agencies
were still more favourably perceived
than any of the smaller agencies.

Ratings agencies do a
good job walking the
line between their customers’ expectations
and providing realistic,
independent
ratings
evaluations. But clearly
perceptions of the quality of their service are
not as high as they
should be, which is
something they need to
address going forward.
The credibility of their
ratings methodologies
is not the issue – the
problem appears to be
at the customer service
level rather than disappointment about the
actual ratings received.

Rightly or wrongly, those perceptions
may be hit further in the short
term due to downgrades happening
in relation to covid-19. The
agencies are following their normal

methodology in an unprecedented
credit situation, and while their
downgrades are valid, they may
not have done themselves any
favours with developers of essential
infrastructure, many of which are
arguably indirectly backstopped by
governments. In short, essential
infrastructure borrowers – those hit
only by Covid-19 fallout – are not
going to be grateful for anything that
ups their cost of debt in the current
climate and the ratings agencies
might be wise to tweak elements
of their methodologies until the
pandemic ends.

Figure 21: Perception on the experience of the ratings agencies in project
finance
Standard and Poor’s
41%

41%

43%

37%

17%

Moody’s
20%

Fitch
48%

38%

14%

Sustainalytics
0%

39%

61%

ARC
0%

28%

72%

DBRS
39%

26%

35%

Kroll
11%

39%

50%

Scope
0% 28%
High

72%
Medium

Low
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A closer look at
sustainability
• “I think it is a bit of a buzzword”
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“I think it is a bit of a buzzword”
Over half (55%) of the sample
said they did not consider banks’
sustainability credentials significant
(figure 22). The same proportion
felt that separating a project into
green and non-green elements
was not beneficial (figure 23) and
64% thought that there was not
pressure from shareholders to seek

ESG-linked or green project debt
(figure 24). In a similar vein, most
participants (82%) did not think that
there was any pricing benefit to
getting green certification or an ESG
rating for project financing (figure
25). One respondent explains why
sustainability may not be as regarded
as the prevailing literature suggests:

“I think its is a bit of a buzzword. I can only speak
for myself here, but I am fairly certain if you
spoke to other banks, they would say the same…
It is a nice concept, but when it comes down
to it… sustainability will always come second to
financial gain.”
[Project sponsor #2; North America]
The prevailing attitude amongst
participants seems to be that there
is little or no incentive to pursue
ESG financing. It could be the case
that green project debt remains
financially unattractive in the eyes
of financiers. However, another
reason for this might be that the
cost
of
renewables
continues
to fall, particularly in developed
markets such as Europe. For
example, research from S&P shows
that European governments are
moving away from feed-in tariffs
and other subsidies for offshore
wind, with developers bidding for
the lowest subsidies in reverse
auctions (Schiavo & Georges, 2020).
The concomitant cheapness of
renewables debt makes many ecofriendly projects inexpensive to
finance already. Perhaps respondents
feel that incentivising ESG finance is
not especially necessary, given that
renewables projects are already very
bankable.
Nonetheless, there is an argument
to be made for encouraging
ESG finance for environmentally
damaging projects that incorporate
32

green components. For instance,
mining or oil and gas projects
that are powered by renewable
energy are a more eco-friendly
version of harmful industries upon
which humanity currently remains
dependent. This might enable such
industries to tap into increasingly
inaccessible pools of capital. Paul
Clark, who has previously worked
at BNP Paribas, notes that “BNP’s
Energy Transition Capital group are
still making proprietary investments
with their capital into green whereas
they no longer make the same
investments in oil and gas.” A green
element to oil and gas projects might
allow developers of these projects
to access such capital, which would
otherwise be out of reach.
It will be interesting to see how
such perceptions are affected when
measures such as the EU Green Deal
come into full force. The Green Deal
aims to unlock €1 trillion to support
the EU’s goal of becoming carbon
neutral by 2050, with a complex
taxonomy that will help to identify
‘green’ projects (EU, 2020). If the
Green Deal manages not to become
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entangled in a bureaucratic web,
provides a reliable way of classifying
projects as ‘sustainable’ or ‘green’,
and provides incentives such as

freeing up capital for ESG-linked
debt, it might change the attitude of
those surveyed and others involved
in project finance.

Figure 22: Perception on the importance of a bank’s sustainability
credentials to you

No 55%

Yes 45%

Figure 23: Perception on the benefit of separating a project into green and
non-green elements

Yes 45%

No 55%

Figure 24: Perception on whether or not there is pressure from shareholders
to raise ESG-linked or green project debt

No 64%

Yes 36%
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Figure 25: Perception on whether or not there is any real pricing benefit to
getting green certification or an ESG rating for project financing

No 82%
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Yes 18%
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Conclusion
If the world goes back to a semblance of normality in the coming months – and for oil and gas it is
going to take a lot longer than months – many of the key issues highlighted in this report will be as
valid going forward as they were when they were canvassed.
Shortening tenors on bank loans are, and will
likely continue to be, a problem for project
borrowers – 63% of the sample thought that
longer tenor availability and less refinancing
risk was very important – unless bank capital
requirements under Basel for project loans are
brought more in line with the strong restructuring
track record and small default rate that is typical
of the market. And although there are a range of
get-arounds to the tenor issue – soft miniperms
for example, or short-term construction facilities
followed by post-construction bond take-outs –
none come without a degree of refinancing risk
and added execution cost. Arguably, covid-19
may add strength to the argument for giving
project finance special treatment by Basel if
expectations of the financial robustness of the
products that make up the sector are met over
the coming months.
Institutional investors are viewed as central
to the long-term future of project finance and
that is not going to change, even if some nonspecialised funds pull back from the market
after the pandemic ends. As both debt and
equity providers, the institutional side of the
market – particularly those that have invested
heavily in building their internal infrastructure
finance expertise – is essential to filling the vast
global infrastructure investment gap, especially
given the long term strain on government finance
that covid-19 is likely to end up producing
(59% or respondents said that more availability
of institutional debt for greenfield assets was
important). A general lack of appetite for
greenfield risk from the institutional side is still a
problem – but that has already begun to change,
particularly in the renewables market where the
growth in long term corporate offtake agreements
is accelerating and helping offset greenfield
concerns.
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That ECA/DFI backing on deals is considered
less important to long term borrowing by
borrowers is surprising, even allowing for the
vast majority of respondents being developed
market based. This perception, while almost
certainly not a mirror of emerging markets
developer consensus in terms of ‘importance’,
does however partially echo concerns from both
developed and emerging market borrowers that
ECA and DFI due diligence is too long and too
cumbersome.
There is little incentive for project financiers
to pursue ESG-linked debt. What is and is not
green is still an issue. For example, how can a
renewables deal be anything other than green?
Conversely, is a renewable power deal for a
coal miner green? Whatever the answer there is
clearly no cost of debt incentive at the moment
for developers to go through the additional
costs of ESG-related ratings and auditing. That
may change in the future, but with renewables
technology producing even more competitively
priced output, it will be project economics rather
than the ESG movement that will be the ultimate
driver.
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